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as diode capacitance curve). Thereafter, the instability of VW
series nonlinear predictive filter used for speech coding was
studied [12]. Thereafter, a novel use of Volterra series was
presented to analyze the multilayered perceptron (MLP) to
estimate the posterior probability of phoneme for automatic
speech recognition (ASR) [13]. The study used Volterra
kernels to capture spectro-temporal patterns that are learned
from the Mel filterbank log-energies (during training of
system for each phoneme). Very recently, the authors have
shown that nonlinear prediction (NLP) by VW series method
is better than LP and it gives relatively flat residual spectrum
than its LP counterpart [14]. In the same study, the prediction
power of LP and NLP is used to estimate chaos in the speech
signal. It has been shown that chaos exists in speech as well as
its residuals (LP and NLP). The residual error is replaced by a
sequence of impulses in many speech synthesis schemes.
Hence, the synthetic speech loses nonlinear characteristics of
the natural speech. This might be a reason that synthetic
speech sounds machine-like rather than natural speech [15].
The source-filter model of speech synthesis uses LP
residual as an excitation source to the vocal tract (all-pole
model) [16]. Speech is synthesized as the output of a linear
recursive filter excited by either sequence of quasi-periodic
pulses or white-noise source [17]. Extension of this is mixed
excitation LP-based vocoder model (MELP codec) to achieve
low bit-rate [18]. A harmonics plus noise model (HNM) also
exists that implicitly assumes a two-band (lower harmonic band
and an upper noise-like band) mixed excitation [19]. Earlier a
potential work using chaos for speech synthesis is carried out
in [20] that describe a novel design of speech synthesizer.
Chaos-based speech synthesis techniques are reported in [21],
[22]. Oscillator models for speech modeling and synthesis
have been exploited for several years [23]. An extension of
this model is to re-generate noise-like, i.e., high-dimensional
unvoiced component of stationary speech signals [24].
It has been known that vocal fold oscillations process is
nonlinear. Vocal fold models are also characterized in terms
of their bifurcation diagrams [25]. Hence, the source of
excitation for speech should be chaotic in nature. It is known
that, the excitation cannot be perfectly presented as an impulse
train or white noise and also harmonic-excitation alone is
known to be poor. In this paper, we use a numerical chaotic
titration procedure such as a litmus test for sensitive and robust
detection of chaos [26]. The novelty in the present work lies in
using our recent work [14], for creating a novel chaotic mixed
excitation source for speech synthesis. The method uses a
computational procedure, based on comparison of the
prediction power of LP and NLP model of the VW form [27].
The voiced regions are replaced by sequence of impulses and
unvoiced regions by noise. However, for the proposed mixed
excitation strategy, the amount of noise added is controlled by
the chaotic behaviour of speech in both voiced and unvoiced
regions. The amount of chaos in the speech signal is estimated
through chaotic titration method in terms of Noise Limit (NL)
values. It is shown that instead of using impulses at voiced
regions and noise at unvoiced regions, intelligibility is more

Abstract
Linear Prediction (LP) analysis has proven to be very powerful
and widely used method in speech analysis and synthesis.
Synthesis by LP-based approach is carried by exciting an allpole model (whose parameters are derived by LP analysis).
Synthesis is carried by using mixed excitation source
consisting of a sequence of impulses for voiced regions and
white-noise source for unvoiced regions. In this paper, we
present novel chaotic excitation source using chaotic titration
method. The voiced and unvoiced regions in speech are
modeled by chaos which is quantified by adding noise of
known standard deviation (determined using chaotic titration
method). It is observed that on an average for synthesized
voices (both male and female), MOS increases from 2 to 2.4,
DMOS from 2.1 to 2.4 and preference is increased from 39 %
to 61 % via A/B test. PESQ score increases from 1 to 1.5 and
MCD score decreases from 4.06 to 4.03, relatively for voices
synthesized by proposed chaotic mixed excitation source. The
relatively better performance of proposed approach is may be
due to the novel chaotic mixed source of excitation.
Index Terms: Linear Prediction, Nonlinear Prediction,
Volterra-Wiener-Korenberg Series, Chaos, Speech Synthesis

1. Introduction
Linear Prediction (LP) is an extensively used technique for
analyzing the acoustic properties of speech [1]. The acoustic
theory assumes that the speech production mechanism to be a
linear system. LP analysis is very efficient in speech analysis
and synthesis as it captures implicitly the frequency response
of the time-varying vocal tract area function and estimates the
frequency, amplitude, and bandwidth of formants.
Apart from the linear system characteristics, the nonlinear
characteristics of human speech production system make new
insights in speech analysis. Research in this area is initiated
due to the original investigations by the Teagers [2], [3],
which gave several evidences that speech is outcome of
nonlinear system. In addition, nonlinearities in speech have
potential applications in detecting laryngeal pathologies [4].
Nonlinear dynamic methods such as fractal dimension (FD),
Lyapunov exponent (LE), correlation dimension (CD), etc. are
used to describe the nonlinear characteristics of speech signal
[5]. Studies in [6] reported that fricatives have a high FD of
around 1.7 than vowels that have a FD of 1.2. Parameters like
LE may fail to detect chaos from short and noisy data [7].
Traditional nonlinear dynamical methods require that the
analyzed time series must be stationary and long which may
not be always true for natural speech signal.
One of the former attempts to model nonlinearities in
speech was reported by Thyssen et. al. for speech coding using
Volterra-Wiener (VW) series [8]. There are efforts to model
the global behavior of VW series using artificial neural
networks (ANN) [9], [10]. In [11], an application was shown
to model nonlinear characteristics of electronic devices (such
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by using chaotic voiced source for voiced regions and chaotic
noisy source (of known standard deviation) at unvoiced
regions. This is verified by Perceptual Evaluation of Speech
Quality (PESQ) score, Mel Cepstral Distance (MCD) measure,
Mean Opinion Score (MOS) (along with Student t-test),
Degraded Mean Opinion Score (DMOS) and preference of
synthesised voices via A/B test.

s and e2 (k, d) is the
N ¦ n =1 n
normalized variance of the residuals. The best model
[kopt,dopt] minimizes the following information criterion
in accordance with the parsimony principle [31]:
N

where s ncalc = sˆ ( n ), s = 1

C (l ) = log[e(l )] + l

Linear Prediction (LP) deals with representing a speech
sample s(n) in terms of the linear combination of its previous
p samples [16]. Hence, an estimate of the speech signal can be
represented using p predictor memory of s ( n) as follows,
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3.2. Estimating the Chaos by Noise Limit
To detect the chaos in the signal it is necessary to estimate the
noise limit (NL). The NL indicates as to when the information
obtained from the linear and nonlinear predicted coefficients is
same. The VWK series will be now used as an indicator (just
as litmus paper in the chemical titration process).
For a frame of speech signal (duration 10 ms) both linear
and nonlinear dynamics are predicted. If the l-C(l) curves of
the speech frame are sufficiently apart, we add noise of certain
standard deviation (i.e., sd=ı) to the speech frame and obtain
the l-C(l) plot again. Noise is added to speech till the
nonlinearity estimated in the l-C(l) plot goes undetected by the
nonlinear indicator, i.e., at a certain ı, the nonlinearity will not
be detected by the indicator and the l-C(l) plots for LP and
NLP will overlap (i.e., the given speech frame is titrated). The
indication that signal is neutralized by the noise added is when
the curves of nonlinear and linear error values are nearly close
to each other or in other words, the prediction done by the
linear and nonlinear method is nearly the same. The value of
the ı of the noise added when the speech is neutralized is
known as the ‘noise limit’ (i.e., NL) or ‘noise ceiling’ of the
speech signal corresponding to the amount of chaos [26].
Titrating the speech signal frame-by-frame will give an
estimate of the NL vs. time. More chaotic the signal is, more
should be its NL.
The chaotic titration method is illustrated in figure 1. The
underlying concept is that, NL>0 indicates chaos, while NL=0
indicates that the data series either is not chaotic or the chaotic
component is neutralized by background noise [26]. Thus,
NL>0 gives sufficient test for chaoticity. In [26], the titration
method is verified by a bifurcation diagram of the logistic map
to obtain a relation between the largest Lyapunov exponent
(LLE) and the NL values. In addition, as noise itself is used as
a titrant for chaos, the NL test is robust to measurement noise.
Thus, the chaotic titration method used in this paper for the
estimation of NL is convenient to determine the chaos
embedded in the speech signal.

(3)

3.1. Methodology
After obtaining coefficients of the model [29], its short–term
prediction power is measured by the standard deviation of onestep-ahead prediction error, calculated as follows [27],
,
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0.005
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Figure 1: Analogy of chemical titration and chaotic titration.

The idea of the chaotic titration method is quite different from
the other nonlinear dynamical methods of chaos estimation.
This chaos detection method is named titration of chaos
because it is analogous to a chemical titration process.
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where the functional basis {qm(n)} includes all the distinct
combinations of the embedding space coordinates {s(n-1), s(n2),…,s(n-k)} up to degree d, with a dimension of M=(k+d)!/k!d!
[27]. Each model is parameterized by k and d corresponding to
the predictor memory and degree of nonlinearity in the model,
respectively. The coefficients am’s are estimated by
Korenberg’s fast algorithm using Gram-Schmidt procedure
from linear and nonlinear autocorrelation of the speech time
series [29]. Hence, the VW series is referred as VolterraWeiner-Korenberg (VWK) series. Thus, for the NLP model,
sncalc = sˆNLP ( n) and hence, NLP residual, viz., eNLP is given by
(4)
e NLP ( n ) = s ( n ) − sˆ NLP ( n ).
Frechet proved that the set of Volterra functionals is complete
(i.e., every Cauchy sequence converges to an accumulation
point belonging to the same function space) [30] and can be
approximated with arbitrary precision as sum of finite Volterra
functionals in s(t) (pp. 15, [28]).
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Nonlinear prediction (NLP) can be based on Volterra series
expansion with the expansion limited to 1st and 2nd order terms
for simplicity. A nonlinear system with k memory terms can
be represented as an extension of power series expansion such
as the Taylor series. For time series s(n), a discrete VW series
of degree d and memory k is used as a NLP model to estimate
the predicted time series sˆ(n) as [28];
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where ak’s are optimal linear predictor coefficients obtained
by minimizing the l 2 energy of LP residual signal, i.e.,
(2)
e LP ( n ) = s ( n ) − sˆLP ( n ).
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where l ∈ [1, M ] is the number of polynomial terms of the
truncated VWK series expansion for a certain pair {k,d}. The
procedure includes obtaining klin for the best linear model
which minimizes C(l) with d=1. Repeat again, with increasing
k and d>1 to obtain the best nonlinear model.

2. Prediction of Speech

sˆ LP ( n ) = −

N

(5)
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source). For an utterance /aa/ (in figure 4(a)) the NL values are
estimated for every 10 ms of speech frame and noise with NL
standard deviation is added to corresponding frame of
impulses. NL being an estimate of chaos, adding NL standard
deviation noise, makes the excitation source chaotic. The
chaotic source and synthetic speech are shown in figure 4 (c)
and figure 4(d), respectively.

4. Speech Synthesis
4.1. Synthesis by LP analysis
LP-based approach for speech synthesis uses vocal tract as an
all-pole filter with system function as [16],
G
G
(7)
H (z) =
=
,
p
A
(z)
−k
ak z
1+
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where p is the number of poles, G is the filter gain, and ak’s
are pole determining parameters. Two models exists to model
voiced and unvoiced speech sounds. Voiced speech being
periodic in nature is generated by exciting the all-pole filter
model by quasi-periodic impulse-train with period equal to the
desired pitch period and unvoiced speech sounds are generated
by exciting the all-pole filter model by the noise-like source.
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4.2. Iterative Adaptive Inverse Filtering (IAIF)
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Figure 4: a) Speech utterance for vowel /aa/ from
TIMIT database [36] (b) GFW for signal in (a), (c) the
impulses at the location of closing of GFW and chaos
added to sequence of impulses of NL standard
deviation (d) synthetic speech generated with (c) as a
source to all-pole filter with predictor order p=20.

5. Results and Discussions

High pass
filtering

s(n)

Amplitude

For synthesis by LP analysis, the locations of the quasiperiodic impulse train are obtained from the glottal closure
instants (GCI) of the speech signal. There are several methods
to estimate the GCI locations, viz., glottal closure instants of
the glottal flow waveform (GFW), peaks of LP residual [1],
Hilbert envelope of LP residual [32], Dynamic Programming
Projected Phase-Slope Algorithm (DYPSA) [33], etc. In this
paper, we have used the GFW of the speech signal obtained
from IAIF method which decomposes speech into its glottal
source signal and vocal tract system [34]. The key motivations
for using the IAIF method are (1) no need of ground truth
(such as an electroglottograph (EGG)), (2) it is
computationally efficient and completely automatic and (3) it
naturally fits into the philosophy of LP-based speech
synthesis. In the IAIF method, the effect of the vocal tract
system and lip radiation is cancelled from the speech signal to
estimate the GFW. Using Glottal Inverse Filtering (GIF), the
derivative of the GFW is obtained and the negative peak of the
differenced EGG gives the location of the impulses in the
excitation source. The block diagram of IAIF method is shown
in figure 2 [35].
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Figure 3: a) Speech utterance for vowel /aa/ from
TIMIT database [36] (b) GFW for signal in (a), (c) the
impulses at the location of closing of GFW and (d)
synthetic speech generated with (c) as a source to allpole filter with predictor order p=20.
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5.1. Experimental Setup
In this work, we synthesize 20 utterances from CMU-ARCTIC
database (1 male and 1 female) [37] and we evaluated these
sentences to test the naturalness and speech quality. For short
segments, especially vowels alone, the improvement in
naturalness may not be perceived well, i.e., any significant
improvement does not show up in a single high amplitude
vowel. Similarly, for unvoiced sounds, (viz., fricatives /f/, /s/),
the synthesized signal is perceived as noise. Therefore, we
synthesize long sentences to estimate the importance of chaos
in excitation source. Here, 20 utterances from CMU-ARCTIC
database [37] were synthesized with impulse and noisy source
(Method 1: M1) and impulsive source with noise of known ı
derived from chaotic titration method (i.e., impulse plus chaos)
(proposed Method 2: M2). Figure 5 shows the waveforms of
one of twenty synthesized utterances. It is seen that in figure
5(b), that the unvoiced regions (as shown by dotted circles) are
more noisy than in case of figure 5c. Thus, the speech
synthesized by M2 has less of background noise due to
addition of controlled noise in the source excitation.

g(n)

time

Figure 2: Block diagram of IAIF method. The GFW
g(n) estimated through repetitive procedure of
canceling vocal tract and lip radiation effects from
speech s(n) (p=20, g=4). (After [35]).
Figure 3 shows a speech segment of a vowel /aa/ from the
TIMIT database [36]. The impulse-train obtained from the
closed phase of the GFW act as an excitation source (due to
sudden closure of the vocal folds) to the all-pole model of
speech to get the synthesized vowel as shown in figure 3 (d).

4.3. Synthesis by Chaotic Source
For synthesis by chaotic excitation, we add chaos to the
sequence of impulses (i.e., proposed chaotic excitation
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5.3. Objective Evaluation
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To evaluate the quality of synthesized voices, the PESQ score
[39] and widely used MCD measure is used [40]. MCD is used
for measuring the accuracy of the spectral envelope of the
synthetic speech with respect to natural speech. Here, the
MCD between the speech frame of the natural and synthetic
frames are estimated [40]. It is observed from Table 2 that the
speech synthesized by controlled addition of noise (M2) is
better in terms of PESQ score than M1 due to less noise (i.e.,
PESQ increases). In addition, the MCD scores for the speech
synthesized by M2 method is less than the MCD scores for
speech synthesized by M1 (i.e., distance decreases and the M2
system performs better). For MCD there is an average
improvement of 0.55 % of M1 over M2. Similarly for PESQ
there is an improvement of 30 % of M1 over M2.
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Figure 5: a) Speech utterance from CMU-ARCTIC
database (arctic_0009 (Fs=16 kHz)) [37] (b) speech
synthesized by M1, (c) speech synthesized by M2.

5.2. Subjective Evaluation

Table 2. The average MCD score and the PESQ score for 20
utterances from CMU-ARCTIC database [37].

Twenty synthesized utterances from each M1 and M2 system
were taken and MOS analysis was done to get an estimate of
the naturalness of the synthesized speech. Files from different
systems are played randomly and subjects were asked to give
score in 1 to 5. As quality of synthetic speech depends on that
of the original speech, the MOS is normalized to that of
natural speech. This is referred to as degraded MOS (DMOS)
which gives the performance of synthesized signal relative to
the natural voice [38]. The MOS and DMOS have been
evaluated by 15 listeners. Table 1 show that the MOS and
DMOS are more for M2 system than that of the M1 system.
Hence, the naturalness in synthesized speech is more in case
M2 system (impulse+chaotic source) than in that of M1
system (impulse+noise source). It is observed that there is an
improvement around 14 % for speech synthesized by M2 than
by M1. This is quantified by measures shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The average MOS, DMOS and A/B test (from 15
listeners) for 20 utterances of CMU-ARCTIC database [37].
Method

MOS
M
F
2.09 2.04
2.42 2.28

M1
M2

DMOS
M
F
2.10 2.06
2.43 2.30

Source
M1
M2

ρ=

3

A/B Test (%)
M
F
37
41
63
59
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Method
M1
M2

(a)

3
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4
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1
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ȡ (MCD)
M
F
-0.10479 -0.24895
-0.25177 0.042142

ȡ (PESQ)
M
F
0.070451 -0.20424
0.09283 -0.04846

In this work, we presented a novel chaotic excitation source
for synthesizing speech. It is known that the vocal fold
movement is chaotic in nature and hence the source of
excitation should be chaotic too. The use of NL values from
chaotic titration method justifies this. The excitation method is
mixed excitation (i.e., adding noise to voiced regions as well).
However, an interesting future research direction to further
improve speech synthesis can be modeling a chaotic system
(i.e., for vocal tract) along with the proposed chaotic source
that would represent the speech production mechanism more
effectively and hence synthesize speech very close to natural.

2
1.5

2
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¦

d

6. Summary and Conclusions

2.5

1M1

ª
¬
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where Sd and Od are mean values of Sd and Od, respectively.
Table 3 shows that ȡ of objective measures improves for the
proposed method. In case of MCD (male system) ȡ decreases,
while for PESQ, ȡ increases in both female and male system
using the proposed excitation method. On the whole, PESQ
scores using the proposed source excitation correlates well.
Table 3. The correlation coefficient ȡ of the MCD and PESQ
score with the subjective scores of MOS.

3.5
Female

Male

PESQ
M
F
1.08 1.19
1.41 1.54

The correlation coefficient ‘ȡ’ (Pearson’s correlation) between
the subjective quality ratings Sd (i.e., MOS from Table 1) and
the objective measure Od is given by the following [41] ,

In addition to the MOS and DMOS, A/B test had been
performed to judge the preference of the listeners when the
listeners were subjected to the synthesized files played
randomly from the systems M1 and M2. It is observed that on
an average about 61 % of the people preferred the synthesized
files of the proposed method which shows the importance of
the controlled noise via chaotic titration as excitation source.
To quote statistical significance of the results, Student’s ttest is used. The test performed along the sentences for M1
and M2 systems (male and female) showed that the probability
of accepting the null hypothesis is less than 0.0001 and 0.0004
for male and female systems, respectively. Hence, the M1 and
M2 systems have different means (as shown in figure 6(a)).
2.8
2.6
2.4
2.2
2
1.8

MCD
M
F
4.03734
4.0735
4.014278 4.0521

4M2
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Figure 6: Box-plots a) Sentencewise (b) listenerwise.
To know the competence of listeners in evaluating, Student’s
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